
THE CONSEQUENCES



THE VICTIMS
● Anyone With a Bike

○ “1.5 million bikes are stolen every year” - FBI

○ 76% of thefts are of just the COMPONENTS

○ Commuters, professional cyclists, and kids

● Theft Varies Between Areas

○ Small cities and college campuses (UC)

○ College students have a 53% of theft (greatest chances)

● Its Significance

○ Bike Industry is hurt b/c of risk factors

○ Bikes “worth some $50 million” lost by riders annually - Bicycle Law

○ Only method of transportation for some

○ “It can wipeout a livelihood” - LA Times



COMMON SOLUTION
● Cyclists may use multiple locks to secure all parts

● Creates the major inconvenience of carrying more weight

● Companies profit from this problem b/c of a high demand for locks

● KRYPTONITE even encourages purchasing more than one



UNCOMMON SOLUTIONS
● Specialized Nuts

○ Nuts molded into specific shapes 

○ Need specialized keys for removal

■ NUTLOCK

■ DELTA CYCLE KNOXNUT

● Mobile Locking Components

○ Interior pins that slide up and down

○ Pins prevent the nut from being 

untightened when upright

■ KRYPTONITE GRAVITY LINE



OUR SOLUTION
Our solution to this problem has two parts to it. 

We want to construct a specific type of bolt that will be 

able to fit onto the wheels and onto the stem of the bars 

to lock down their joints. The wheel bolt will have a 

simple common design, but with a retractable pin that 

is used to unscrew it. When locked, the pin will be flush 

with the surface of the bolt and thus a thief cannot 

unscrew the wheels at all. The joint bolt will be the 

same design but with a much smaller pin that has an L 

key hole at the tip. However this pin will retract even 

deeper inside the bolt it is not exposed to anyone with 

an allen wrench. 



Implementation:
After we get approval by Ms. Snyder, our first step will be to create a digital 3D 

model of our prototype in the autodesk inventor program. Through autodesk we will 

finalize the dimensions of our prototype to precisely fit all bike joints (Wheels, Seats, 

Handlebars, etc.). From this point we hope to use the 3D printer to carefully test our 

finalized design before we transition into our more expensive metal material. Based on 

research up to this point, we believe our material will be steel for its high tensile 

strength and low cost. While we are testing our plastic prototype we will we be doing 

additional research on our final material. If we decide to keep steel as our material, we 

will call local forges (maybe Ethan or any colleague connections) and using our 

specifications construct a graphite mold to cast our design. Then it is onto the final 

round of testing and the minor modifications that come with that.
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